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Abstract: 

 

 

The Evaluation of Cyclic Fatigue Resistance of Three Different Nickle-Titanium 

Rotary Files in Artificial Canal 

 

Introduction: Manufacturers of Denco Gold, M3 ProGold and SP1 Gold rotary files claim 

that the produced files have high fatigue resistance, However, the cyclic fatigue resistance 

of these files has not been studied so far, Therefore, this study was conducted to investigate 

the cyclic fatigue resistance of mentioned three nickel-titanium rotary files in artificial 

canal. 

Methods and Materials: In this in vitro study, 90 files in three groups of 30 files of Denco 

Gold 25/0.06, M3 ProGold 25/0.06 and SP1 Gold 25/0.06 were selected from M-wire 

alloy, and was subjected to cyclic fatigue test, all steps were recorded by digital camera 

(Canon EOS 750D, Canon Inc, Japan) and then the failure time was measured by watching 

the recorded video with an accuracy of one hundredth of a second and the number of file 

cycles before failure was obtained by multiplying the time by the rotation speed; And the 

obtained data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance test and Tukey post-hack 

test using SPSS software version 22 and the significance level was considered less than 

0.05. 

Results: The results of present study showed that the mean and standard deviation of the 

failure time of M3 ProGold rotary file (239.80±60.26 sec) was measured higher compared 

to the rotary files of Denco Gold (179.37±53.81 sec) and SP1 Gold (169.34±61.16 sec), 

and the mean and standard deviation of the number of cycles leading to failure in the M3 

ProGold rotary file (1197.401±99.43) was higher compared to the Denco Gold rotary files 

(897.189±65.04) and SP1 Gold (858.169±60.80). There was also a significant difference in 

failure time and number of cycles leading to failure of Denco Gold rotary file with M3 

ProGold and SP1 Gold with M3 ProGold, but no significant difference in failure time was 

observed in SP1 Gold rotary file with Denco Gold (P>0.05). 

Conclusion: The M3 ProGold rotary file performs better than the SP1 Gold rotary file and 

Denco Gold rotary files in terms of cyclic fatigue resistance and the number of cycles 

leading to failure. 
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